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About This Game

Mad Bullets, the wackiest shooter is here to put your reflexes and laughing muscles to an intensive test. You can forget about
boring stories, complicated controls and irritating tutorials, and jump right into a mind blowing, high-speed action. Now is the

time to become the hero of the Wild West and shoot your way up to the top of the leaderboards! Do you think you have what it
takes to face a real challenge?

Starring

 Mean desperados and American ninjas

 Beautiful damsels in distress

 Rusty the robot cowboy

 Savage vultures, evil piranhas and dumb chickens

An impeccable cast for a game that doesn't take itself even a bit seriously!

Mad Bullets Features
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 The EASIEST shooter controls on any platform, ever!

 The CRAZIEST characters since... well, that's classified!

 The MADDEST bullets in gaming history!

 The...

...still not enough?

Oh, I forgot to mention that there are 3 locations, 50 levels, 4 minigames, about 200 missions, 31 achievements, upgradable
equipment, trendy dubstep music, fully destroyable environmental objects, all mixed in a frantic endless shooter. Presented to

you!

Say YES to Mad Bullets!
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LOL surprisingly good and despite the simplicity worth way more than the couple bucks it cost.

Now it could use some tweaking on the spins, which are good but not quite intense enough, but the rest felt pretty natural right
away. You end up not even thinking about your hands or lining up a return because it's accurate and responsive enough to
immerse you in the game.

Really good players (and pretty decent players like myself) can fuss a bit about the feel but like I said it will surprise you how
good it really is and the potential for maybe another PP simulator to get it just right. You likely won't be as good right away as
you are IRL but how close this little sim gets is kind of off-the-hook good.

A big help would be for the devs to implement a simple buzz from your Touch controller when hitting the ball for extra realism.
Would be simple to do and add even more realistic feel.

Seriously, it's only a couple bucks you just can't go wrong. Just have a bit of swing space handy or you'll get too involved not to
backhand your desk or something that's out of your guardian zone. Glad they make these controllers pretty hardy...

9/10 would break finger again!. AMAZING game. Highly recommended.. https://youtu.be/HXMhQ_Qcl8Q

Well this is quite the departure from the usual strategy game. Art and sounds are simple and lo-fi for sure, but for some reason it
works. The mechanics are simple enough to grasp and there is enough game here to justify its small cost. Basically build up the
strength of your battle platform by visiting different planets for resources, then when strong enough destroy the baddies.
Upgrades however are a bit limited.

Biggest gripe is the fact there is no ingame saves. You either play it thru in one sitting, or have to restart from scratch. Oh and
click on the flags in the bottom right corner to change language - the game first boots up in russion or something.

Would really like the dev to develop on this basic concept and give a more fleshed out and polished up edition!. About this
game: it isn't. You can walk left and right with the A and D buttons, you can make action with the spacebar and sometimes you
have to point and click on something. There is really no challenge at all, you just push the buttons to see the story goes. Most of
the times you just walk to one of the two possible directions... and click on speech ballons, because you can't do anything else...
or collect sticks with the spacebar.

On the other side i agree with the other reviews, the game has its charm which can appeal the player and maybe for this price it's
enough.. Nice try but a weak imitation of other ( better ) games.

Would not recommend unless you didn't know any better...
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Very addictive. I was just gonna try it out for a couple minutes; three hours later my wife is telling me dinner's ready. It's kind
of a combination of Panzer General, the old Great Naval Battles series, and classic Battleship. It's very easy to learn, but the
unique combination of engrossing tactical play, consequential strategic manuevering and construction planning give it more
depth than one typically sees from "beer and pretzel" wargames. For example, you can modify a ship's weapon configurations
every time you build a new one! Want a AA destroyer to protect your carrier strike group? Pull off all the standard turrets and
build one!

The tactical gameplay is somewhat "arcade-y," but still quite fun. There is something immensely satisfying about hitting it lucky
by getting the range on your first shot and then unloading a broadside into the enemy vessel, or baiting a rampaging enemy
battleship into position so your submarine which is lurking just around the headland can slam a couple of fish into it...

If you're a naval warfare fan who has been starving for a fun wargame that doesn't require a copy of Jane's to play, this is your
game.. Dad walked in on me playing this game. Can confirm; am disappoint.

Edit: More rage inducing than Dark Souls

PS: This dad's a d*ck. In this game you only have to survive for 50 years.. well if you think that's easy, think again lol.

I love how simple this game is and I really enjoy playing it. I look forward to further improvements since its still on early access.

P.S. got this with a 75% off coupon.
. great adventure game. It seems to be a good craps simulation but with zero guidance if you don't know the game ... which I do
not. I was hoping this game could teach me but I know less now then when I started.. You know your game doesn't have much
going for it when the description sounds like a better experience than what the actual vn offers. When they say the estimated
gameplay length is 45 minutes to 1 hour long, That's for all 5 endings combined, meaning each scenario feels comically short,
not giving enough time to actually give the characters actual character. You may think you're getting value for money since it's
at the very least a short vn that you can finish in a very short amount of time but that's kind of anti-thetical to the appeal of the
vn isn't it? To have a slow paced story delivered to you and consumed at your own pace, taking in the unique atmosphere that
only vns can create, of exploring a fictional set of characters in a way that makes vn characters almost feel like real people at
times. I can only view the characters in this vn as genre cliches and I feel bad for having the voice talent of the butler on this
disposable experience. Save your money, eat sleep and then die. Also don't play this game. Stop it. Get some help.

Sidenote: the reason why I have so many hours in this game despite me saying it's gameplay length is short, is because of the
fact I was writing notes while playing the game. You can tell I have a lot more to say when most of the hours on this game was
me just idling through it while writing my thoughts on the game.. beautiful artwork story isnt bad would recommend. This game
is AWESOME!! Before My Fairytale Adventure, you must play this! ;)
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